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statement?

My work is based on research of physical, cognitive and textual structures. My interests revolve around
aspects of the surrounding, site, architecture and the perception of constructions.
Making a new work is often a process of research of existing structures that are used as starting point for
intervention, reaction and counteraction.
I also try to explore the artistic process and the interaction between text and art, while the text becomes an
active part in the artwork itself.
I work in different disciplines: sculpture, installation, media art, drawing, print, etc.
Aside from individually developed projects I also work in collaboration with other artists.
www.evabeierheimer.net

www.evabeierheimer.net

installations/sculptures

WENN SIE NÄMLICH EINMAL GENÖTIGT WAR
EINEN LÄNGEREN SATZ ZU SPRECHEN
SO WAR ES
ALS OB JEDES WORT SCHON BEIM ENTSTEHEN
EIN ANDERES WORT MITGEBAR
DAS ZWEITE WIEDER EIN DRITTES
DIESES EIN VIERTES UND SO WEITER
SO DASS SIE SCHLIESSLICH
JE WEITER SIE IN DEN SATZ HINEINGERIET
DEN GANZEN MUND VOLL HATTE
VOLL VON WORTEN
DIE DANN UNTER ATEMNOT UND HÜSTELN
IN DER MALERISCHEN UNORDNUNG HERAUSZUKOLLERN BEGANNEN

Dostojewski, 2017
The slightly altered text section of Dostoevsky’s “Mr. Prochartschin” is leading over the entire sculpture, the
length of the text sections determine the length of the bars.
The shape of the sculpture is reminiscent of crumpled paper.
The text excerpt deals with the attempt of textual expression, resulting in failure. In continuation the work
thematises the artist’s creative process, the ideas and failures, the desire for perfection in company of
constant self-doubt. Failure itself is brought to form.

?
Poster series at Fridhemsplans subway station, Stockholm, 2016
Perplexity. Bewilderment. Confusion. Surprise. Speechlessness. To Question...
The question mark is the starting point for a public poster intervention in a subway station in between regular
commercials.
The question mark is often used in place of missing or unknown data. The question mark can be a symbol
for a condition, for example, to be speechless.
Not all questions can be answered. Sometimes we discover just a big question mark on the face of another
person - not least reflecting one’s own question marks.
By superposition of question marks visual patterns appear.
The symbols are condensed, twisted, or linked.
A concatenation of question marks reminiscent of repeated geometric Meander ornaments where the
individual signs can no longer be identified. Overlaying of question marks reminds of swarm like shapes.
Although the images are mainly abstract, some references may occur and new images may arise from the
viewer’s association.
Associations can also be made in correspondence with the advertisements alongside the motives.
The poster intervention consists of 14 different images with varying size from 2,5x3m to 10,5x3m.
It will be on display from July 1 2016 - June 30, 2017.

Punctum Archimedis
HIGH PERFORMANCE, 2016/16
opening exhibition at Kunsthalle arlberg1800,
St.Christoph am Arlberg, Austria
curated by section a
Site-specific temporary installation of the staircase in
the new Kunsthalle 1800 in St.Christoph am Arlberg,
which was inaugurated in late November 2015th.
The lines on the stairs are based on the mountain
lines from the surrounding mountains of the Austrian
Alps.
The installation connects the gallery’s architecture
and the landscape behind it by connecting the
indoor and outdoor area. Mountain-lines on the
stairs continue with mountain view outside of the
glass entrance/window.
The starting point of the installation is the experience
during hiking and the attempt to reach the highest
point with the best view. After every peak follows
the next mountain peak. The goal moves forward
and changes its location during the trip and one can
never arrive at a final target.
An Archimedean point (or ”Punctum Archimedis”) is
a theoretical ”absolute point”, a hypothetical vantage
point from which an observer can objectively
perceive the subject of the investigation, with a view
of the big picture. The ideal to ”remove oneself”
from the study object so that one can see it in
relation to all the other things, but independent of
them, described as a view from an Archimedean
point.
The term comes from Archimedes, who claimed that
he could lift the earth, if he had a place to stand on,
a fixed point, and a long enough lever.

Interrogative
Public sculpture, Vallastaden, Linköping, 2017
Material: stainles steel, polished (planes) and brushed (frame)
2,5x2x5 m
The sculpture consists of a modular system of axially displaced
surfaces and voids with architectural references to an unfinished space
/ hall / entrance and suggests a development process, an ongoing
creation.
An ornamental pattern is created from question marks and exclamation
marks and cut out from the modules.
These symbols are used in reference to questions and answers, which
can be seen in reference to the neighbouring university. Being curious,
asking a question is often the beginning of new discoveries. Science
and research are based on research questions whose goal is to find a
solution/answer.
A question can also build bridges and create contacts between people.
In the city space, a question is a tool for people to get in touch with
each other, for example to ask for the way.
Through questions and answers we increase our understanding of
other people.
Human curiosity and the desire to get answers / solutions is a strong
driving force for developing a society.
The question mark and the exclamation symbol are superimposed,
twisted and linked to visual patterns.
The cut-out pattern generates a space that frames the view in the
background.
By looking through the cut-out pattern, the surrounding nature and
architecture are cropped in the pattern through silhouettes.
The surface of the sculpture mirrors the surrounding and it’s
appearance change according to the angle and movement.
The colour changes depending on weather, time of day and season,
which makes the sculpture change in dialogue with the surroundings.
Through the reflective surface, and the possibility of looking through
the cut-out pattern, architecture and nature views, the sky and the
ground are overlapped, and even the observer becomes part of
the scene. Depending on the location, it can also generate visual
feedback.
The different angled surfaces reflect different image sections and
change the view depending on the angle of reflection.
The view of both sides of the river (historically often a symbol of
economic differences between residents) are linked visually.
When the sunlight hits the sculpture, shadow patterns and light
reflections are formed in the shape of the patterns.

Etyd
Sketch for a public sculpture in a hospital courtyard, Huddinge 2016
Material: hardened aluminum
Hight: 11m
The sculpture is associated with the shape of a house of cards.
It is based on a reference to the geometric grid structure of the surrounding architecture, which is based on
repeating rectangular shapes.
The construction tries to break the strict horizontal and vertical lines by creating diagonals and also
contrasts with the symmetry of the surrounding architecture.
The patterns of the “cards” formed by the superimposition of question marks and exclamation points and
constructed like the backsides of cards.
The symbols are superimposed, twisted and linked to the visual patterns and remind of meander-ornaments.
The individual characters can often no longer be identified.
Question and answer form a pair of concepts that can be associated with the medication that empirical
science.
By putting together question marks and exclamation marks shapes reminiscent of the rod of Asclepius, a
symbol for medicine. It consists of a rod entwined by a snake.
The colour scheme with the lighter tones on top and the darker further down, simulates the sun light, even
if the sun is not shining. The orange colors remind of sunrise and are contrasting with the architecture and
nature around.

SOME RUSES ARE SO SUBTLE THAT THEY
DEFEAT THEMSELVES
Eva Beierheimer/Kristina Stark
Eksjö museum, 2016
Decomposition of two flag poles
Vinyltext quotes on flagpole by Eva Beierheimer
Concrete roots by Kristina Stark
Flags poles originally signifies a site for displaying
national/group identity. Flag poles have phallic
implications, especially when running a flag up the
pole. Capturing the enemies flag is regarded as
victory. Raising ones own flag on “enemy” territory
(“motherland”) can be perceived as a form of
metaphorical rape.
The flags are displaced from the poles without erecting
a substitute. Two sentences from Franz Kafka’s “The
Burrow” are attached to the poles and become a black
and white pattern reminding of birch trees. Roots
emerge from the poles shaft into the grass.
The installation with text and concrete roots transforms
the bars into natural fragments while questioning the
concept of man-made borders.

Der Bau #3/square one
Eva Beierheimer/Kristina Stark
Eksjö museum, Sweden, 2016
The installation Der Bau #3/square one is developed
from the art space’s floor and it’s grid pattern with
its suggestion to 3-d renderings and video games.
Pedestals from previous exhibitions are painted in
the same colour as the floor and shape a skyline of
boxes which are used as collaborative starting points
of intervention. Root-like shapes (Kristina Stark) evolve
from question mark patterns (Eva Beierheimer) on the
the boxes.
Der Bau is an ongoing project by Eva Beierheimer and
Kristina Stark.
“Der Bau” (engl: The Burrow), is an unfinished short
story by Franz Kafka. It describes the never ending
struggle of an entity to build the perfect burrow. During
the building time the mention of what is “perfect” is
shifting, which results in the burrow being continuously
altered.
In Kafka’s short story the builder of the burrow in never
satisfied with the result and just keeps on building. The
notion of what can be defined as “Perfect” as well as
defining the moment when something is finished can
both be referred to one’s artistic practice.

Tageslichtlizenz
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Kro Art Contemporary, Vienna 2017
Spacial installation
windows, images of nature and architecture,
construction elements, light projections
The starting point of the installation Tageslichtlizens
(Daylight-license)is the diary-like dystopian novel
Kallocain by Karin Boye (written in 1940). The
installation is based on a text that is made from selected
sentences and phrases of the book Kallocain by a
new compilation into a new context. The newly formed
constellation creates a dialogue of sentences that
move audibly through space. An installation of windows
leading through the space as an image carrier and
projection base visually closes the duality of image and
text and tries to find a common expression.
Through the use of already written sentences from the
book and their re-compositions, a new story emerges
which is accompanied by the imagination of the viewer,
whereby the words of Karin Boye pretend the approach.

Every Circle had its special corner
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Kro Art Kontemporary, Vienna 2015
Video installation based on sentences from „The Red Room“
by Ausgust Strindberg and „Collected Works“ by Ingeborg
Bachmann
voice Marie Trappl
translation Katya Tugendsam
proof reading Samantha Hookway
sound assistance Laura Laussegger

Shadow, Speak You Too
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger in collaboration with Shulamit
Bruckstein
Special Project @ 4th International Çanakkale Biennial, Turkey 2014,
“Only the Dead Have Seen the End of War.” (Platon)
The Biennials title “Only The Dead Have Seen The End of War” (Plato)
deals with the memory of the First World War, which had its 100th
anniversary.
“Shadow, Speak You Too” at Mahal Art space is an artistic anthology of
poetry in eleven languages that was characteristic of the multicultural
mosaic of Canakkale around 1915, languages which were withdrawn
from the public in Turkey during the 20th century.
The poetry selection is assembled by A.S. Bruckstein Çoruh, and
circles the context of war and death. It contains poetry by Anne
Blonstein, Constantine P. Cafavy, Else LaskerSchüler, Sigmund Freud,
Hannah Arendt, Psalms, Ibn Arabi, Sinan Antoon, Ossip Mandelstam,
Sherko Bekas, Vazha Pshavela, Paul Celan, Hrant Dink, Ece Ayhan,
Forough Farrokhzad, Hovhaness Hovhanessian.
The texts are presented in their original languages as a light and letter
projection by Eva Beierheimer and Miriam Laussegger. The video
projections show the text-pieces merging and dissolving into each
other and mixes the border between letters and languages. The entire
art space is transformed into an open book.
The projections are transformed by the shape and shadows of the
architecture and through the visitors entering the installation, who
become part of the installation.

Der Bau#2/ I keep on postponing the decision
Wall installation by Eva Beierheimer och Kristina Stark
Eva Beierheimer/Kristina Stark
Go C Art Gallery, Gotland 2015
Der Bau is an ongoing project by Eva Beierheimer and Kristina Stark.
“Der Bau” (engl: The Burrow), is an unfinished short story by Franz Kafka. It describes the never ending
struggle of an entity to build the perfect burrow. During the building time the mention of what is “perfect” is
shifting, which results in the burrow being continuously altered.
In Kafka’s short story the builder of the burrow in never satisfied with the result and just keeps on building.
The notion of what can be defined as “Perfect” as well as defining the moment when something is finished
can both be referred to ones artistic practice.
From this starting point we want to create an installation and to try to bring both our artistic positions
together, our differences and similarities. Eva uses geometric, abstract shapes as well as text. In contrast to
that Kristina works with organic structures that resembles nature and evanescence.
The wall installation Der Bau #2 includes all the letters of the book.

der bau #1
Eva Beierheimer/Kristina Stark
Ahlbergshallen, Östersund 2014
Eva Beierheimer: installation with wood sticks and text
Kristina Stark: installation with drawings, screen prints and wood glue
Der Bau is an ongoing project by Eva Beierheimer and Kristina Stark.
“Der Bau” (engl: The Burrow), is an unfinished short story by Franz
Kafka. It describes the never ending struggle of an entity to build the
perfect burrow. During the building time the mention of what is “perfect”
is shifting, which results in the burrow being continuously altered.
In Kafka’s short story the builder of the burrow in never satisfied with the
result and just keeps on building. The notion of what can be defined as
“Perfect” as well as defining the moment when something is finished can
both be referred to ones artistic practice.
From this starting point we want to create an installation and to try to
bring both our artistic positions together, our differences and similarities.
Eva uses geometric, abstract shapes as well as text. In contrast to
that Kristina works with organic structures that resembles nature and
evanescence.

WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE IMPORTANCE OF DOING
NOTHING
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
das weisse haus, Vienna 2013
sculpture: frames and text
ca 130cm x 120 cm x 110 cm
Installation of old picture frames with assembled sentences out of Oscar Wilde’s book “The artist as critic” on the back side of the frames.

WITH SOME REMARKS UPON THE IMPORTANCE OF
DISCUSSING EVERYTHING
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
das weisse haus, Vienna 2013
sculpture: frames and text
ca 130cm x 120 cm x 110 cm
Installation of old picture frames with assembled sentences out of Oscar Wilde’s book “The artist as critic” on the back side of the frames.

prospectus
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Kro Art Contemporary, 2013
sculpture: pedestals, paper roll, carpet, text, handkerchiefs, gold spray,
2m x 1m x 45cm
In reference to the famous Freud sofa, pedestals and a paper roll are
arranged to a sofa-like object. The carpet on top has a text excerpt of
Roland Barthes self biography about the intention to create the perfect
work.

interpolation
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
GPL Contemporary, Vienna 2013
Site specific installation: 4 photos C-print mounted on aluminium, text
projection
A series of photographs with shapes created through layering of
architectural elements of the exhibition space in combination with a
textual projection of a text-collage of sentences/phrases from the book
The Picture of Dorian Grey by Oscar Wilde. The text even functions as
the textual description of the work itself.

road
Galleri Mors Mössa, Göteborg 2012
installation: wood, barrier tape, ca. 8m x 2,5m x 1,5m
Site specific installation according to the measurements of the windows
and doors in the room.
MK
Galleri Mors Mössa, Göteborg 2012
Installation, acrylglastext

door #1, door #2
Galleri Mors Mössa, Göteborg 2012
sculpture: wood, text
ca. 2m x 1,5m x 1,8m
Site specific sculptures according to the measurements of the doors in
the room.

kafka, foucault, dostoevsky
I’ve never found the perfect quote, Galleri Vingen, Solna/Sweden 2012
3 sculptures: wood, text, ca. 1m x 1m each
3 quotes about the production of text. The length of the parts are defined
by the length of the phrases.

relation #2
Krokus Gallery, Bratislava 2011
installation: painted wood
ca. 2,5m x 1,5 x 1,5m

relation #1
Kro Art Contemporary, Vienna 2011
installation: painted wood
ca. 2,5m x 1,5m x 1,5m
The sculpture is built after one bridge in Vienna and one bridge in
Bratislava. The length of the parts are defined by the length of the
hanging construction of the bridges, seen in perspective.

interstitial #3/2010
Flat1, Vienna 2010
sculpture: wood, barrier tape
ca. 1,5m x 2m x 1,5m

Textsynthese IV - Den ängen lyser grönast som ligger längst bort,
part1
(The greenest meadow is the furthest away)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Norrtälje Konsthall, Sweden 2011, installation in 3 parts.
Starting point of the work “textsynthese” are selected sentences or
textpassages which are marked inside books provided by inhabitants
of Norrtälje. These sentences/phrases formulate a new text, Each of
the three exhibition settings has an own text evolved out of books.
These texts, as well as the structure of the exhibition space itself, give
the directions for the spacial installations. In the first installation one
usually closed and hidden door was opened and a strip of roll-on grass
was put across the street, through the door and the room and outside
the window to the garden on the other side.

Textsynthese IV - Den ängen lyser grönast som ligger längst bort, part1
(The greenest meadow is the furthest away)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Norrtälje Konsthall, Sweden 2011

Textsynthese IV - Den ängen lyser grönast som ligger längst bort,
part2
(The greenest meadow is the furthest away)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Norrtälje Konsthall, Sweden 2011
installation with books, concrete blocks, cloth, grass, wood plates,
bubble wrap

Textsynthese IV - Den ängen lyser grönast som ligger längst bort,
part3
(The greenest meadow is the furthest away)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Norrtälje Konsthall/Schweden 2011
installation with books, concrete blocks, cloth, grass, wood plates and
bubble wrap on the floor

In the installation Textsynthe III (2010) Miriam Laussegger and Eva Beierheimer use
exhibition catalogues produced by the Kunstraum Niederösterreich in order to give them
a new function in two respects.
The catalogues can be viewed by exhibition visitors as an object-like arrangement. The
deconstructive element of the site-specific work is also reflected at the semantic-textual
level.
Markings link the publications’ individual words, sentences and text passages into new
texte units, allowing an alternative narrative to emerge. At the same time it is left to
the observers/readers to develop their own alternative readings beyond the marked
passages.
Text Franz Thalmaier and Birgit Rinagl, context.net

Textsynthese III
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Kunstraum Niederösterreich 2010
installation: mirror cube, books, text on pedestal
The installation Textsythese III is based on the exhibition catalogues
produced by the Kunstraum Niederöstrreich. Sentences/phrases from
each catalogue were chosen, marked and put together to a new text.
This text is the starting point for the installation.

Textsynthese I, Libraries Vienna, 2005-2006
Eva Beierheimer und Miriam Laussegger
If a book out of the stock of the Viennese public library isn’t borrowed
over a period of two years it is removed from the library catalogue.
These books are moved to a new context and put to the focal point of
public interest again. They are turned to some page, arranged in a line
on a display and presented with the selected part of the inside visible
to the outside. Thereby the private space of books turns into the public
space. Sections, sentences, words and pictures are marked at the
window display creating a new content.
The identity of each book is deconstructed. The new constellation
results in a new context and a new meaning. As a result a revaluation
becomes possible. New stories and alternative perspectives are
developed. The books in the installation start to correspond with each
other.
The window display installation can also be seen as a platform to
activate interaction and public communication.

The Emperor’s New Clothes
2009
Bronze sculpture on bubble wrap roll

o.t./interstitial/2008
Galleri Mejan, Stockholm 2008
cardboard installation
ca. 5m x 4m x 2,5m
Birth marks are connected in the shortest possible
distance. The triangle shapes are used as patterns for
the construction of a spacial installation.

o.t./brave new world
Pigment prints, 85x85cm
Text collages out of “brave new world” from Aldous
Huxley projected in the Cellarium of Stift Rein
(monastery) in Styria. Developed at the three week art
symposium about reality and fiction in Rein.

untitled/infrastructure/2008
Sculpture Park Ängelsberg, 2008
Starting point are the existing pathways which are leading through the
area. It’s a kind of network which divides the point of view into a right
and left hand side. It structures the environment and provides the lines
the visitors should walk on.
Barriers in the form of doors oppose to this familiar ambulation. These
doors which are situated in the middle of the pathways and are intend
to disturb the natural passing through the area.
New archetypes of moving have to be used when visitors open the
door and walk across it.
On the other hand it’s also possible to walk around it which leads to
new paths around the barrier.

During our stay as exchange students at the academy of fine arts in Reykjavik/Iceland, we developed the project “the new way“.
We constructed a connecting line from the academy building to the nearby bus station.
The path emerged as a logical consequence after the “deer pass“ of the students, which walked along it everyday and by doing
so left their marks engraved in the ground.
Natural ways are results of human movement in public spaces and they also function as communication lines. Ways are
accentuations between spaces; they connect locations and people and thereby act like a language. If you are able to read the
narrow caved trails aside from the already existing architectural conditions, whole stories and plots start to appear to you. Ways
therefore build active networks in-between animated scenes and they are also used as a possibility for transportation. Ways can
be developed in a big measure, as huge highways, but also within a small one, as a personal and individual path.
Particularly people living in urban surroundings often face the necessity to pioneer their own trails through the constantly changing
mix-up of streets, construction sites, and squares. At the same time they leave abstract impressions of their daily habits and
motion-sequences.
But these everyday rhythms can change as fast as they appear. In this way paths develop and disappear every day through
frequent perpetration of the same drifts (by humans and animals), wherever humans live.
Because if an already existing path deviates more then 30° from the aimed direction or location, humans tend to establish their
own individual trail. Often such trails aren’t easy to spot out, but sometimes they can be viewed immediately as sod in parks and
meadows.
To connect two points you just have to draw a line. While this line is connecting point A with point B, it is also separating the
acreages to its left and right hand side.
In this manner a way can also be seen as a border between building sites and as a structuring for interactive landscapes.

the new way
Eva Beierheimer and Judith Revers
Reykjavik 2004
During our stay as exchange students at the academy of fine arts
in Reykjavik/Iceland, we developed the project “the new way“. We
constructed a connecting line from the academy building to the nearby
bus station.
The path emerged as a logical consequence after the “deer pass“ of the
students, which walked along it everyday and by doing so left their marks
engraved in the ground.

o.t/projections#2/2005
Radhaus Zell am See, 2005
Tape-installation, part of the exhibition installation #1 - gott hat sich
erschossen ein dachgeschoss wird ausgebaut with Judith Revers at the
top floor of the city hall in Zell am See.

o.t/projections#3/2006
Forsbacka/Sweden 2006

o.t./projections#1/2003
Starting point of the project I is light as the first medium of experiencing
a space.
It’s an installative work in situ, dealing with the special situation and
enhancements of present light and shadow projections, which are
projected through the architectonical structures of the industrial
building. The geometrically compositions coming through windows and
holes as artificial light during night and natural light at special times are
visualized by taping, drawing with chalk or strings on ceiling, floor and
walls.
The plains resulting out of the light projections are used as continuative
structures for a construction kit to build sculptural collages.
These ephemeral structures are and transferred into pieces of
cardboard or wood plates of the same size and form and combined
into sculptures. Non-dimensional light turns into three-dimensional
materialisations.

Tear-collages
2001-2004
The empty spaces without every character of information carriers (text,
pictures etc.) are torn out and mounted on a neutral monochrome
background with the same size as the original layout.
The results are abstract collages. The “empty” background-space of the
archetype layout turns to positive-forms of the new compositions, which
become hybrid art pieces. Many pieces are combined next to each other
and result in a patchwork of different forms, colours and sizes.
material: paper collages on cardboard, wood plates
size: from 5cm -150cm

Cut-collages
2002-2005
All information content is cut out of posters, flyers and folders like a
raster. The remaining empty spaces are collaged on a neutral surface
again.
The results are geometrical collages with coloured structures which are
determined from the original Layout. Basic form and grammar of the
archetype become visible.
The cut-collages are often developed in context to the exhibition space.
material: paper collages on cardboard, wood-plates, light-boxes
size: from 20cm – 100cm

art-words

Art theory, art criticism, exhibition-texts, applications for public funding, etc: Art works are accompanied by their
textual descriptions. The ability to express oneself with words has become an important skill for visual artists. And it
is a craft of its own: The language used consists of a continuously evolving vocabulary, which has to be learned and
used skilfully.
Without doubting the basic principle of textual description of visual art, one can question the balance of the work of
art and the importance of its description. How much does this need impair artists, whose primary means of expression is something other than words? Which strategies are developed by artists to cope with these requirements? To
what extent is art describable? Or to what extent should it be? And does the excessive use of this art language lead
to inflationary tendencies?
Started in 2006, the project art-words evolved around these questions. The core of the project is a collection of
more than two thousand words and phrases typically used in the context of art. It was followed up by wallpapers,
posters, flags, prints, sculptures, installations and videos based on this collection. Further, an interactive text
generator is available at the project’s web-site www.art-words.net/www.worte.at, providing public access to this
extensive vocabulary.
art-words
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Wallpaper, ca. 4x10m
The project art-words evolves around the language that
accompanies art works in their textual description.
A collection of art vocabulary is used as starting point
for various installations while the text becomes an active
part of the work itself.

art-words #31/wallpaper/2012
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Wallpaper, ca. 2,6x7,5m
Austrian Cultural Forum
London 2013

worte#12/tapete#4/cmyk/2008
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
ESC, Graz 2008
Exhibition: DIE lagebesprechung
Digital print 140x88 cm

worte#16/transparent/2009
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Digital print on flag cloth,10x1,4 m
Commissioned by the Art Collections Center in St. Pölten, Austria

art-words#23/video installation/2010
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Video and sound installation
Galeria Hit, Bratislava 2010

ephemeral structure/art-words/2009
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Kro Art Gallery, Vienna
4 walls: fiber cloth, wood, concrete
á 220x94 cm

art-words#30/installation
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
CirkulationsCentralen, Malmö 2011
installation with five hanging parts 40x60 cm
Acrylic glass with cut text , mirror and digital print, floor
installation with bubble wrap
computer terminal (www.art-words.net) and sound
installation of generated texts.

inkompetenzkompensationskompetenz /2009
(incompetence-compensation-competence)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Bronze sculpture, 33 letters, Kro Art Gallery, Vienna 2009

fast unmerklich/2009
(almost imperceptible)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Installation of 25 individual pieces
Screen print on paper
45x45 cm
Kro Art Gallery, Vienna 2009

das repetetiv ermüdende/2009
(the repetetiv tiring)
Eva Beierheimer/Miriam Laussegger
Series 1-4
Screen print on paper, 38x27 cm

drawings/prints

ein muster dass belohnung in sich selbst findet/#2/rgb/#3
2013
colour pencil on paper, 70x100cm

o.t./ein muster dass belohnung in sich selbst findet#1
2013
pencil on paper, 70x100cm

?/2014
pencil on paper
á 100x70 cm

horror vacui
‘2011/13
Drawings, 70x100cm

untitled_893357 rectangles
2014
pencil on paper
235cm x 120cm

Composition Gold XL
Series of serigraphies, gold on black
81x101 cm

Composition Gold
Series of serigraphies
á 46x64 cm

Composition
Serigrafiserie
á 46x64 cm
Eva Beierheimer often experiments with the possibilities of the printing
process to create forms by adding layer upon layer.
In the “composition” series hand drawn patterns are printed several
times with small or large displacements. In this edition, each print is
unique.
(text: ed.art)

Composition Tulpan
Composition Gladioulus
Archival Inkjet Print, Hahnemühle, Photo Rag 350 gr
130 x 95 cm

Composition Salvia 2
Composition Rose 2
Archival Inkjet Print, Hahnemühle, Photo Rag 350 gr
130 x 95 cm

NYC Gold
Serigraphy, 2016
70x70 cm
Group exhibition at Makaroni, Kvarnholmen, Stockholm
The premise of Eva Beierheimer’s silkscreen series “NYC Gold” is the New York City
skyline with all its night-time lights. The image is reduced to a black and white pattern,
which the artist transforms into a connect-the-dots drawing in gold. The pattern is thus
generated by the city itself and becomes an imprint of its light scenery. It can also
remind of the patterns that one sees when looking at the city’s nocturnal silhouette
squinting.
Eva Beierheimer often experiments with the possibilities of the printing process to
create forms by adding layer upon layer. In NYC Gold (V2), the gold pattern is printed
several times with small or large displacements. In this edition, each print is unique.
(text: ed.art)

projekt organisation

BCFCA - Borderline Centre for Foreign Contemporary Art
Exhibition space project, 2009-2010
Borderline was an exhibition space located in the border area between
the inner walls of the exhibition space Mellanrummet and the actual walls
of the sorrounding architecture. This narrow space has no function other
than constituting the walls of Mellanrummet and thereby its white cube
character. Redefining it as an actual space with its own value puts up the
question of inside and outside. Which is which? And who is the one to
decide?
Linking this with the problematics of the foreign; the crossing of borders
and the vast gap between undesireable and desireable areas for those
who happen to be on the wrong side, the space in subject also becomes a
representation of the gray area between separate zones.
The gallery sign post, with its allusions to ferry or underground timetable/
destination signs, suggest a travel into this border zone, which is in fact
a dead end. The first Borderline exhibition will be the project presentation
and the inauguration of the space itself.
2007-2009 various exhibitions have been held at the Borderline Centre for
foreign Contemporary Art.
www.borderline-art.net
BCFCA is a concept of Eva Beierheimer (AT) and Anngjerd Rustand (NO)

kit____
2005-2007
The TV programme “kit” started as a kind of display and platform for young
artists.
“kit” is an interactive „media construction set”, a mixture of reports,
interviews, discussion, and also platform for art videos and other TVtransportable kinds of art. Art may and shall speak for itself.
The program is a part of the work of the artist group “kit”, which considers
a monthly TV-program as an opportunity for artistic projects like any
traditional raw material.
The concept of the show is based on a modular system which allows to
build a collage of the artistic off spaces and the groups own artistic ideas.
“kit” founders and editorial staff between 2005-2007: Eva Beierheimer,
Gudrun Gruber, Judith Revers,
Miriam Laussegger, Miriam Raggam, Anna Zwingl
www.okto.tv/kit

kit @ Demonstrationsraum
Aula Akademie der Bildenden Künste Wien, 2007
All kit episodes so far screened around the Demonstrationsraum at the
same time, while a new kit episode was filmed inside the cube.
“kit” founders and editorial staff between 2005-2007: Eva Beierheimer,
Gudrun Gruber, Judith Gruber, Miriam Laussegger, Miriam Raggam,
Anna Zwingl
www.okto.tv/kit

CV - Eva Beierheimer
www.evabeierheimer.net
eva.beierheimer@gmail.com
born 1979 in Graz
1994-1999 Ortweinschule Graz (high school for visual arts, - sculpture department)
1999-2001 Philosophy and art history at the University of Vienna
2000-2006 Academy of fine arts Vienna, class of Heimo Zobernig – textual sculpture
2004
Erasmus-scholarship at the art academy of Reykjavik/Island
2007/08 Project-artist (postgraduate) – at Kungl. Konsthögskolan, Stockholm
2008
Special student of Nina Möntmann, Kungl. Konsthögskolan, Stockholm
Awards and residencies:
2017 Internationekk kulturutbyte, Konstnärsnämden, Sweden
2014 Project grant BKA
2013 one year working grant from Konstnärsnämden, Sweden
2013 Travel grant Stadt Graz (2 month New York)
2013 Artist Residency Danielsgården, Bingsjö (2 weeks)
2013 Project grant BMUKK
2011 SIM residency in Reykjavík/Iceland
2011 Projekt grant BMUKK Austria
2011 Solna Stads Kulturstipendium
2011 Helge Ax:son Johnsons Stiftelse
2009 Abroad scholarship from the commune Styria
2008 Styrian art award / Award from the Styrian banks
2008 Saxnes/Sweden, Artist residency Ricklundsgarden
2008 Greece, 1st international openart residency
2007 Project grant BMUKK Austria
2007 Rein/Austria, 3 week artist symposium at Stift Rein
2006 Linz, net art award: Willemer Frauen.netart award/recommondation for www.worte.at
2003 Sarnen/Switzerland, art-symposium with final exhibition
Public commissions:
2017 Linköping Vallastaden
2016/17 Fridhemsplan Subway station, Stockholm
2016 Solna/Sweden, Bergshamra Bibliotek
2014 Design for the entrance of the art section, Maison&Objet fair, Paris
2012 Wall design at Grazer Wasserwerke
2009 Installation at the entrance of the art collection center, Lower Austria
2009 Design of the theatre price Stella, Assitej Austria
Collections
Artothek des Bundes, Stadt Graz, Land Steiermark, Land Niederösterreich, Solna kommun,
Gesellschaft der Freunde der Bildenden Künste Wien, Bergs kommun, Stadt Zell am See,
Prints/graphic works: Sörmlands läns landsting, Region Örebro län, Region Östergötland, Stockholm konst,
Värmlands läns landsting, Region Örebro län, Region Jönköpings län, Uppsala kommun
Solo exhibitions (selection):
2017 Stockholm, Galleri Fagerstedt
2017 Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, TAGESLICHTLIZENZ (with Miriam Laussegger)
2016 Eksjö Museum Der Bau III (with Kristina Stark)
2016 Sollentuna, Överby Gård, Synthesis (or how to deliver a line) (with Kristina Stark)
2015 Gotland, Gocart Gallery (with Kristina Stark)
2014 Östersund, Ahlbergshallen En teckning är helt enkelt en linje som går på en promenad.
(with Kristina Stark)
2012 Göteborg, Galleri Mors Mössa Eva Beierheimer
2012 Solna/Sweden, Galleri Vingen I’ve never found the perfect quote
2011 Stockholm, Norrtälje Konsthall Den ängen lyser grönast som ligger längst bort
(with Miriam Laussegger)
2011 Malmö/Sweden, Cirkulationscentralen art-words (with Miriam Laussegger)
2010 Bratislava/Slovakia, HIT Gallery art-words (with Miriam Laussegger)
2009 Vienna, Kroart Gallery, worte (with Miriam Laussegger)
2008 Stockholm, Kulturfestival, tent design for the art magazine Cora
2006 Vienna, diploma exhibition at the Academy of Fine Arts
2005 Zell am See/Austria installation#1 – gott hat sich erschossen, ein dachgeschoss wird ausgebaut
(with Judith Revers)
2005 Vienna BücherwandVI – Textsynthese project at the land art project: the new way facades
public libraries in Vienna (with Miriam Laussegger)

Group exhibitions (selection)
2017
Berlin Kunsthaus KuLe LADYDADAKALAM
Salzburg, Virgil, Wettbewerbsausstellung Kardinal König Kunstpreis
2016
Graz, Neue Galerie/Universalmuseum Joanneum,
Wettbewerbsausstellung Förderungspreis Steiermark
Stockholm, Area52, DOUBLETAKE
Vienna, Belle Arti in collaboration with Svenskt tenn, Josef Frank’s
World of Patterns
Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, 10 Jahre Kro Art Contemporary
Stockholm, Under bron, The green door project
2015
St.Christof am Arlberg/Austria, Kunsthalle1800, High Performance,
curated by section.a
Stockholm, Makaroni, KONSTEN MED STADEN
Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, Wien Tiefgründig
Vienna, das weisse haus, random thoughts of a daily light
Berlin, Alexander Ochs Private, TASWIR Book Release, Exhibition &
Auction
Steyrermühl, Papiermachermuseum, Paper Works
Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, Paper Works
Berlin, Pergamon Palais, Meine Kleine Mnemosyne, curated by
Taswir Projects
2014
Turkey, Canakkale Biennale
Berlin, Galerie Kornfeld, Tonight, The Door Towards Words Will Be
Opened
Paris, Maison&Objet fair, wordwall
Stockholm, Grafiska sällskap, Slussen
2013
London, Austrian Cultural Forum, Art Meets Language
Wien, Kunsthalle Exnergasse, Curators’ Network
Stockholm, Kulturhuset Stockholm, Supermarket 2013
Berlin, Kunstverein Tiergarten | Galerie Nord
Vienna, Dass Weisse Haus, frames
Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, Gedankengänge
Vienna GLP Contemporary, a litte bit of history deleting
2012
Berlin, Abteilung für alles andere, Nach dem Projekt ist vor dem
Projekt ist
Istanbul, Piramid Sanat, International Underground
Stockholm, Kulturhuset, Supermarket 2012, offspace-art fair
Graz, ESC, Photo-Graz
2011
Reykjavik, SIM – center, There are many wonders in a cow’s head.
Vienna, Fluc Kubatur, Der Loop ist ein Raum in der Zeit.
(Wiederholung I, Raum)
Vienna,, Kro Art Contemporary, relations
Stockholm, Konsthall C/Centrifug, unfinished analogies
Vienna, Kro Art Contemporary, Space #1
Bratislava, Krokus Gallery, Space #4
2010
Graz, Kunstverein Medienturm o.T. (Der/die AutorIn tituliert Texte
durch eine versuchsweise Kunst.)
Kunstraum Niederösterreich, Übersetzung ist eine Form. | Translation
is a mode
Copenhagen, ALT_CPH, art fair
Steyremühl/Austria, Papiermachermuseum, Paper Friends
Vienna, flat1 gallery, tool time
Stockholm, Studio 44, last
2009
Vienna, Kunstraum Niederösterreich, Twilight Zone - Art Hits Design
Athens, The Art Foundation, Flavours of Austria
Värnamo/Sweden, Gummifabriken V.art09

Graz/Austria, Project Nahverkehr (book project)
Stockholm, Galleri Mejan, in reference to...
2008
Graz/, Neue Galerie, competition exhibition for the Styrian
art price
London, Ada Street Gallery
Graz, DIE lagebesprechung, group exhibition at ESC
Ängelsberg/Sweden, Rörelse sculpture park
Salzburg/Austria extended lines gallery 8020
Graz, Künstlerhaus Graz, photo_graz08
2007
Egilstadir/Island 700 Island - experimental film and video
festival
Mürzzuschlag/Austria, Kunsthaus Mürz, Architektur in
Wörtern
Vienna, Demonstrationsraum making of kit
Vienna, Plattform Quelle
Graz, reality and fiction ORF-center Styria
Graz, kunstGarten, long night of the museums, video
presentation
2006
Vienna, Flakturm fak-tum
Forsbacka/Sweden, iron factory, Verk
Linz/Austria, Gallery Maerz, unerwarteter Besuch
Vienna, Vekks, paraflows. net art festival
Salzburg, whiteclub space#1 gossip deluxe
Vienna, Semperdepot, WAKING DOUBTING ROLLING
SHINING AND MUSING
Graz, Medienturm VISTAPOINT. Perspectives in Styrian Art
2005
Graz, S/W Forum Stadtpark
Vienna, artposition 2005
Gars am Kamp/Austria, romantische parasiten
Vienna, augnablik frá Island group exhibition at Brick5
Eisenstadt/Austria, Kulturherbst 2005 ORF-centre
2004
Reykjavik, Listahaskolinn Islands, the x-list
Reykjavik, Studentakjallarinn, happy birthday emy :)
goodbye kristin :(
Vienna, group exhibition at Kapsch
Berlin, Salon Beige, klippur frá Reykjavík
2003
Bozen/Italy, Galerie „Prisma, Interference(n)
Vienna, Soho in Ottakring vorne lang hinten kurz und was
gibts neues
Vienna, Galerie Art Atom, fold in fold out - räume zur
disposition
Vienna, Offspace gallery auto k.o.Z
2001
Belgrade, real presence, art student symposium and video
presentation
Projekt organisation:
2008-2010 Projekt space Borderline Centre for Foreign
Contemporary Art, KKH Stockholm
(with Anngjert Rustand)
2008-2012 initiator and curator of Cora Galerie, middle
page of the Swedish art magazine Cora
2005-2007 kit TV-show about young art once a month at
the open TV-channel OKTO
2005
Vienna, augnablik frá ísland brick-5, group
exhibition (with Judith Revers)
2005
Graz, s/w Forum Stadtpark, group exhibition
(with Judith Revers)

